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Introduction
Grid Pie allows you to combine different parts of a linear song in a non-linear fashion. It does 
so by taking over the Pattern Matrix, using a special looping pattern as a live drafting area. 
The tool is meant to work as a performance and song-writing environment that you can use to 
experiment with old material, sketch out new ideas or plan a live performance with. 
 
Basic operation is designed to be really simple, you press any button and the corresponding 
pattern-track (a.k.a. matrix slot) will start to play. It doesn’t even matter if the parts you combine 
each have different lengths, as Grid Pie will automatically expand and combine each part into a 
seamless loop. 

Concepts & integration
Grid Pie is designed to integrate as closely as possible into Renoise, making a number of 
different workflows possible. But under all circumstances, it’s nice to know something about how 
the tool has been integrated into Renoise. The following sections each go into detail about a 
specific aspect of Grid Pie, and provide some insights into what makes Grid Pie different from a 
standard Renoise workflow. 

The __GRID PIE__ pattern
The biggest difference between using Grid Pie and then Renoise is this: you never play 
anything but a single pattern. This single pattern is called the __GRID PIE__ pattern, and 
is placed at the very end of the song. This pattern is where everything is combined, and the 
playback position is always enforced to this location (try it out for yourself: start Grid Pie, and 
see how playback will instantly jump to this pattern, no matter where you start it). One major 
advantage of having everything inside a single pattern is that when we change the pattern 
length (that is, import some new data into the pattern that would cause the pattern size to 
change), we can keep the beat going without interruption. Under normal circumstances, going 
from a large pattern into a smaller one always carries the risk that the playback position would 
mess up the beat. Well, in Grid Pie we deal with this in a smarter way (note that the @measure 
option will allow you to set the beat-keeping feature to the same time signature as your song)
 
Tip: press SCROLL LOCK, or use your controller to toggle playback position follow in Renoise. 
This will immediately take you to the GP pattern, as it’s always the one playing. 

Edit-synchronization
Another important feature is “edit-synchronization”. Basically, this will ensure that when you 
edit some pattern-data, all slots are always up-to-date. It doesn’t matter if you edit the __GRID 
PIE__ pattern, or the source pattern - edit-sync works both ways. Also, when you edit a slot 
which has a different length (has been extended due to poly-meter rhythms), the changes will 
be repeated throughout the pattern - for instance, try to edit a 12 line pattern which has been 
extended to 48 lines, and you will see changes you make being repeated in the __GRID PIE__ 
pattern for every 12th line. Even though this sort of thing can obviously be quite CPU intensive, 
you can make many consecutive edits without having to worry about the CPU getting too 
bogged down, as every edit-action is scheduled and executed in batches (the delay is approx. 
0.25 second). All in all, if your workflow is based around using differently-sized patterns, this is 
an extremely valuable feature as you don’t have to “hunt” for the source pattern, but can edit it 
from wherever you are. 



Pattern matrix & pattern sequence
As a visual aid, Grid Pie is using the pattern matrix to display the currently active slots, by 
muting everything but the active ones. This means that the pattern matrix is always visually 
synchronized to your controller. You cannot actually use the pattern matrix to toggle slots (this 
functionality is limited to the controller), but it still goes a long way toward making it easier to see 
where the active slots are located within your song. 

The pattern matrix being synced to the controller (Novation’s Launchpad)
 
Note: this is not a destructive action - before taking over the matrix, the application will 
memorize the mute state of your song, which is then restored once the application is terminated
 
The pattern sequence is still functional while Grid Pie is running - we can use it to clone, insert 
and delete patterns while Grid Pie is running, and even use the schedule/trigger buttons*. When 
Grid Pie is started, it will create a loop in the pattern-sequence, to keep playback from going 
outside the Grid Pie pattern - please don’t modify this loop while Grid Pie is running! 
 
* Note that triggering patterns might skip the first few notes. This is due to limitations in the 
current Renoise API (the tool has no way to determine which patterns - if any - that have been 
scheduled). 

How slots are combined
As this non-linear workflow allows you to start and stop sequencer-tracks independently from 
each other, they are still synchronized to the same global time. To understand how it’s working, 
look at this graphic: 
 



 
The GP will always be fully expanded to contain the least common length of it’s slots. With 
common musical values (values that are multiples of 3 or 4), everything is likely to fit nicely 
together - this a good thing, as every slot will be able to play continuously. On the other hand, 
if you want to join patterns with “strange” lengths - for example, 96 + 100 lines, you would need 
no less than 2400 lines - with the current hard limit of 512 lines, that is simply not possible 
(and even if it was possible, it wouldn’t be recommended as Grid Pie would require a lot of 
CPU intensive calculations for such a long pattern). Dealing with those numbers in a musically 
sensible way is an interesting challenge - but really, it’s a matter of experimenting to see what 
works best. Including, of course, to simply have identical lengths for everything. 

Tip: just for kicks, the status bar in Renoise will inform you about the current poly-count and 
combined length, each time you toggle a slot. 

Cache system
When you first initialize the application, Grid Pie will perform a quick scan of your song and build 
the cache table. This pattern-cache is used internally in Grid Pie, and simply contain information 
about the (maximum) length of each slot. The next time you trigger a slot, the application can 
figure out if it has a good set of data, and save valuable processing time by skipping the copy-
expansion step. 
 
For the most part, this is maintained under-the-hood and with no configurable options. But 
if you are planning a live performance, you can use this fact to control how pattern cache is 
maintained between sessions. Just create some patterns (combinations of slots you consider 
important), and their length is recognized by Grid Pie the next time the the song is loaded. This 
will make the application much more responsive than if it had to calculate everything the first 
time. 

Working with aliases 
Since Grid Pie makes heavy use of aliases, it comes with a built-in method for “resolving” the 
alias (basically, a button which take us to the source slot), and (optionally) a way to visualize 
where those source slots are located. All of this can be pretty confusing to describe, but 
consider the following picture - it shows an imaginary 3-pattern song being displayed on our 



controller:

 
Actually, this is inspired by how Renoise works, as the highlighted source slots correspond to 
how aliases are highlighted in the pattern matrix, and the buttons in the __GRID PIE__ pattern 
(for jumping to the source slot) are similar to how the alias-icon in the pattern editor works - next 
time you alias some track in Renoise, look to the bottom of the track in the pattern editor. 

 



Using Grid Pie

Toggling slots & patterns
Toggling slots is simple: press any grid button to enable/toggle the active state of the slot. 
As each track will allow only a single slot to be active at any time, selecting a different slot will 
turn off the one which was previously active. Pressing an already active slot will toggle it off.
 
Toggling patterns is just as easy as toggling slots: just hold a button for a moment, without 
pressing any other button. This will immediately import that pattern into the GP pattern. To 
toggle a pattern off, you also just hold the button pressed for a moment - but it needs to have 
been toggled on to begin with (or, to be more precise, all slots need to be aligned to the same 
vertical position in the matrix). 
 
The pattern-toggle feature is only available on controllers that support release and hold events - 
this can be configured via the “hold_enabled” option.

Recording actions
To record any change that you make, Grid Pie comes with a real time recording feature. To 
enable this feature, you need to enable playback-follow (SCROLL LOCK) and edit-mode (ESC) 
in Renoise (both are most likely mapped to your controller as part of the device configuration). 
Once these are enabled, we no longer switch between entire tracks, but rather, every change 
is written into the __GRID PIE__ pattern in small chunks. To stop the recording, simply disable 
either song-follow or edit-mode, and Grid Pie will return to its normal mode. While the recording 
mode is active, the pattern does not change it’s overall size, so before you start recording, make 
sure you got a suitable pattern size!!
 
Once you have recorded something, the resulting pattern data still reside in the __GRID PIE__ 
pattern, and subsequently, has a high risk of getting lost at the very next change. So how do 
you keep those recordings? Well, you have two options - but first, did you notice how the slots 
that indicate the __GRID PIE__ pattern on the controller started to flash, once you started to 
record? This is Grid Pie’s way of telling you that the content is considered homeless. Basically, 
everything which has been written directly into the __GRID PIE__ pattern is considered 
homeless, as it has no reference to the song. 
 
As just mentioned, you have two options for saving the content: one is to take a copy of the 
entire __GRID PIE__ pattern. To do this, press one of the flashing slots or take a copy of the 
__GRID PIE__ pattern - this will store every homeless slot in one go, along with any active slot. 
The other option is to use the assign-to-slot gesture: first press the flashing slot, then press the 
destination slot (or press and hold to force-assign, in case the slot already has some content). 
 
Finally, it’s worth mentioning that Grid Pie also come with a session-record mode. This is 
identical to the normal recording mode, except that it will produce a continuous stream of new 
patterns for as long as it’s active. To enable the session recording mode, enable song-follow 
and edit-mode, and then turn off the pattern loop (which is enabled as the default when starting 
Grid Pie). 

Storing a combination/pattern



If you create a combination of slots that you like, you can store it as a new pattern at any time. 
Just hold one of the __GRID PIE__ slots for a moment, and the application will create the new 
pattern for you (basically, a copy of the current pattern). The resulting pattern is not special in 
any way, and can be recombined just like any other pattern. 

Note that it’s also possible to take a copy of the Grid Pie pattern directly from the pattern 
sequence - just hit the clone button  

Multi-touch gestures
Using multi-touch gestures, you can assign content to a specific slot, create and remove aliases 
(make them unique). Note that this is an advanced feature which is only available for controllers 
that support hold & release events. 
 
When you make such a gesture, Grid Pie performs a check, to see if the affected slot is empty 
or not. Only when the slot is empty, or already aliased, the assignment will happen immediately 
- this is simply to avoid accidental slot-assignments that overwrite unique content. However, 
if you hold the button pressed for a moment, this will skip the check and “force” the gesture to 
continue through.
 
Tip: all of the gestures will output information to the Renoise status bar when triggered
 

Assigning content to a slot (as alias)
It’s possible to make on-the-fly alias assignments, using this gesture. 

Assigning content to a slot (direct copy, no alias)
This approach is only valid for content located in the __GRID PIE__ pattern

 

Making a slot unique (un-alias)
It’s possible to convert an alias into a unique slot, using this gesture. 



 



Application options
Options specify how various features should behave. Grid Pie comes with a set of default 
options, but you can use the Duplex Browser options panel to define your own settings (these 
personal preferences are saved between sessions, but will be overwritten if you choose install a 
new version of Duplex - please read the Duplex manual for more information about this subject)
 
@initialization
When Grid Pie is started, it will mute all matrix slots and create the special recombination 
pattern, perhaps even begin playing immediately. For this reason, the default choice is not to 
start at all - this is a precaution, since taking over the song might not always be what you want. 
The pattern which is initialized is the one that was playing, the moment Grid Pie was started. If 
the song wasn’t playing, the currently edited pattern is used instead. 

Manual start select this to start Grid Pie manually (default)

Auto (stopped) select this to automatically start Grid Pie

Auto (playing) select this to start Grid Pie with playback enabled

Note: like any other Duplex application, Grid Pie can be made to start automatically by clicking 
the checkbox in the Duplex Browser - “Autostart configuration”. This will launch the Grid Pie 
configuration on startup with the selected initialization option
 
@shutdown
Also, the shutdown process can be controlled to some extent: here you can choose how to deal 
with the __GRID PIE__ pattern when the application is stopped

Keep everything Leave the __GRID PIE__ pattern intact

Remove everything Remove the __GRID PIE__ pattern

 
@follow_pos
Determine how we should synchronize the active pattern/track with the currently selected 
navigation page. As this is only a “rough” synchronization, you might want to add something like 
the Duplex TrackSelector to your setup. 

Disabled Do not modify the selected track & pattern

Follow track Follow the selected track

Follow track & pattern Follow the selected track & pattern

Note: when resolving an alias, we jump to the sequence position on the controller. If “Follow 
track & pattern” has been selected, the corresponding pattern is selected in the pattern 
sequence too. 
 



@measure
Set this to the time signature of your song - it affects how the 'beat-keeping' feature will work. 
It is likely that you will use 'Four', as most music is in 4/4. 

One Set the beat to one measure

Two Set the beat to two measures

Three Set the beat to three measures

Four (default) Set the beat to four measures

etc...  

 
 
@page_size_h / @page_size_v
Specify the vertical/horizontal  page size. The page size determine how many units you “scroll”, 
each time your press one of the navigation buttons (under normal circumstances, you probably 
want to set it to the maximum value (a whole page at a time). 

Automatic: use available width/height (This is the default)

1 Set page size to 1

2 Set page size to 2

3 Set page size to 3

etc...  

Note: If you want to align Grid Pie with some other Duplex application, make sure they both 
share the same page size
 
@hold_enabled
DIsable this option if your controller is not capable of transmitting 'release' and ‘hold’ events. 
Enabling the feature will make some extra features become available (changing the option will 
prompt you to restart the application)

Enabled (This is the default)

Disabled  

 



Application mappings
Grid Pie’s mappings are defined inside your device configuration. To edit this file, first locate it in 
the /Duplex/Controllers/YourController/Configurations/GridPieConfig (just an example path, your 
actual configuration depend on the controller and configuration you’re using). 
 

NAME UI COMPONENT GROUP DESCRIPTION

grid UIButton ☑ slot-toggles, assign to a button grid 

v_prev UIButton ☐ display previous page in sequence

v_next UIButton ☐ display next page in sequence

h_prev UIButton ☐ display previous tracks in pattern

h_next UIButton ☐ display next tracks in pattern

h_slider UISlider ☐ select pattern in sequence

v_slider UISlider ☐ select track in pattern

 



Known bugs and limitations
 

● This version of Grid Pie is several times faster than any previous version. Mostly, aliases 
are the reason for this speed increase, but this is also why automation data is ignored 
(aliases do not contain automation data). As a result, any song which rely on automation 
envelopes might sound a little funny. Instead, use effect commands!!

● Swapping tracks/patterns is unreliable - if you really want to move a track/pattern to a 
different position while Grid Pie is running, you can still achieve a similar result by first 
cutting, and then inserting the track/pattern. It’s the drag-to-swap action that should be 
avoided. 

● Scheduling a pattern from the Renoise pattern-sequence will miss the first part. This is a 
limitation of the API, as we cannot access the list of scheduled patterns.

● The Navigator (another Duplex app) can act a little strange with Grid Pie - don’t use it, 
unless you are constantly in song-follow mode (otherwise, it will switch patterns when 
playback is happening in a different pattern than the one you’re editing) 

 


